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B.3 ARG We don´t agree with this proposal. We believe that if the venue is qualified to receive a certain number of 

participants there should be no objection. It is the job of the DT to verify that the conditions are met.

B.3 ARG We don´t agree with this proposal.

We believe that if the venue is qualified to receive a certain number of participants there should be no objection. It is 

the job of the DT to verify that the conditions are met.

B.3 AUT EEF WG position : maximum 200 starters per day.

Reasoning :

400 starters in a single day are always impossible to manage, and any number above 200 per day is not 

manageable by Stewards and Judges, no matter their number.

B.3 BRN We agree with the proposal to use Staggered Start for CEI 1* Events (FEI ER Art. 807.2)

B.3 BRN but we disagree with the limit on the maximum starters as suggested by FEI ER Art. 848

B.3 BRN We disagree with the limit on the maximum starters.

B.3 CAN We agree with these proposals because the option to have a staggered start can decrease the risk of start line 

wreck when all start at the same time at a large competition. Also, it takes the pressure of the timing process and vet 

gate because it spreads the competitors out.

We agree with limitations on the number of combinations on the field of play to a number that is manageable. Other 

disciplines may have 1000 combinations at an event, but there is only one combination in the respective field of play 

at any one time.

B.3 CAN We agree with these proposals because the option to have a staggered start can decrease the risk of start line 

wreck when all start at the same time at a large competition. Also, it takes the pressure of the timing process and vet 

gate because it spreads the competitors out.

We agree with limitations on the number of combinations on the field of play to a number that is manageable. Other 

disciplines may have 1000 combinations at an event, but there isonly one combination in the respective field of play 

at any one time.

B.3 ESP It is our opinion that 400 starters in a single day are still impossible to manage, and any number above 200 per day 

is not manageable by Stewards and Judges, no matter their number.

B.3 ESP It is our opinion that 400 starters in a single day are still impossible to manage, and any number above 200 per day 

is not manageable by Stewards and Judges, no matter their number.

B.3 GBR

B.3 GBR

B.3 IRL The agreed EEF proposal is for a maximum of 200 starters per day. It was agreed that above this number it would 

be impossible to have any

control over the ride irrespective of the number of officials available. 200 starters means a potential 1200 people in a 

crewing area + 200 horses + officials.
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B.3 ITA Proposal: 

maximum 200 starters per day. 

Reasoning: 

400 starters in a single day are always impossible to manage, and any number above 200 per day is not 

manageable by Stewards and Judges, no matter their number. 

B.3 KSA If OC meets all FEI condition there is no need to set any limit on the number of starters because of: 

- The great development in Endurance sport in recent years in terms of a number of horses, riders and the also 

officials, are increasing as the sport of Endurance is one of the most growing sport in the International Equestrian 

Federation. 

- The technological development and technology used in Endurance events in terms of infrastructure, equipment, 

number of stables, clinic, timing system and heart rate systems

 - The fact that Endurance season in most countries of the world is short and the demand by riders to compete in 

endurance events is very large due to the development of the sport.

 - All of these factors allow the NF and OC to accept a large number of participants. Accordingly, we recommend not 

to set any limit on the number of starters. 

- We suggest forming FEI Technical Committee group to evaluate the capacity of venues especially the permanent 

venues.

B.3 LBN We agree with this proposal

B.3 LBN

Events.

Events for the following reasons:

1. Enhance Horse welfare.

2. the staggered start was applied for FEI-CEI* 80 km events and CEI2* 120 km and proved to be successful with no 

injuries,

fractures, accidents of horses were reported, no riders accidents during the event. The field clinic was almost empty. 

Despite the larger number of starters, vet gate operations functioned efficiently and with much ease.

3. Increased the percentage of completion

4. Enable the NF & OC to cope up with the growth of the sport and high increased number of horses.

5. Staggered start saves the cost and time for the OC, Rider, Trainer, Owner, Officials.

6. Staggered starts allow the athletes to depart in relevant groups allowing them to set their own speed. This is also 

a protection to horses as mixing with faster combinations can be avoided.
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B.3 LBN If OC meets all FEI condition there is no need to set any limit on the

number of starters because of:

- The great development in Endurance sport in recent years in terms of a number of horses, riders and the also 

officials, are increasing

as the sport of Endurance is one of the most growing sport in the International Equestrian Federation.

- The technological development and technology used in Endurance events in terms of infrastructure, equipment, 

number of stables,

clinic, timing system and heart rate systems

- The fact that Endurance season in most countries of the world is short and the demand by riders to compete in 

endurance events is

very large due to the development of the sport.

- All of these factors allow the NF and OC to accept a large number of participants. Accordingly, we recommend not 

to set any limit on

the number of starters.

- We suggest forming FEI Technical Committee group to evaluate the capacity of venues especially the permanent 

venues.

B.3 LBN We agree with this proposal

B.3 LBN

Events.

Events for the following reasons:

1. Enhance Horse welfare.

2. the staggered start was applied for FEI-CEI* 80 km events and CEI2* 120 km and proved to be successful with no 

injuries,

fractures, accidents of horses were reported, no riders accidents during the event. The field clinic was almost empty. 

Despite the larger number of starters, vet gate operations functioned efficiently and with much ease.

3. Increased the percentage of completion

4. Enable the NF & OC to cope up with the growth of the sport and high increased number of horses.

5. Staggered start saves the cost and time for the OC, Rider, Trainer, Owner, Officials.

6. Staggered starts allow the athletes to depart in relevant groups allowing them to set their own speed. This is also 

a protection to horses as mixing with faster combinations can be avoided.
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B.3 LBN If OC meets all FEI condition there is no need to set any limit on the

number of starters because of:

- The great development in Endurance sport in recent years in terms of a number of horses, riders and the also 

officials, are increasing

as the sport of Endurance is one of the most growing sport in the International Equestrian Federation.

- The technological development and technology used in Endurance events in terms of infrastructure, equipment, 

number of stables,

clinic, timing system and heart rate systems

- The fact that Endurance season in most countries of the world is short and the demand by riders to compete in 

endurance events is

very large due to the development of the sport.

- All of these factors allow the NF and OC to accept a large number of participants. Accordingly, we recommend not 

to set any limit on

the number of starters.

- We suggest forming FEI Technical Committee group to evaluate the capacity of venues especially the permanent 

venues.

B.3 LBY We agree with this proposal

B.3 LBY

Events.

Events for the following reasons:

1. Enhance Horse welfare.

2. the staggered start was applied for FEI-CEI* 80 km events and CEI2* 120 km and proved to be successful with no 

injuries,

fractures, accidents of horses were reported, no riders accidents during the event. The field clinic was almost empty. 

Despite the larger number of starters, vet gate operations functioned efficiently and with much ease.

3. Increased the percentage of completion

4. Enable the NF & OC to cope up with the growth of the sport and high increased number of horses.

5. Staggered start saves the cost and time for the OC, Rider, Trainer, Owner, Officials.

6. Staggered starts allow the athletes to depart in relevant groups allowing them to set their own speed. This is also 

a protection to horses as mixing with faster combinations can be avoided.
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B.3 LBY If OC meets all FEI condition there is no need to set any limit on the

number of starters because of:

- The great development in Endurance sport in recent years in terms of a number of horses, riders and the also 

officials, are increasing

as the sport of Endurance is one of the most growing sport in the International Equestrian Federation.

- The technological development and technology used in Endurance events in terms of infrastructure, equipment, 

number of stables,

clinic, timing system and heart rate systems

- The fact that Endurance season in most countries of the world is short and the demand by riders to compete in 

endurance events is

very large due to the development of the sport.

- All of these factors allow the NF and OC to accept a large number of participants. Accordingly, we recommend not 

to set any limit on

the number of starters.

- We suggest forming FEI Technical Committee group to evaluate the capacity of venues especially the permanent 

venues.

B.3 NAM Agree with this proposal

B.3 NAM agree 

B.3 NED It is unclear whether combinations are supposed to start individually or in groups at a set time or if they can start at 

their own convenience. This should be clarified. There is a risk that combinations will strategically start late and 

´hunt´ for the combinations who started earlier. When they catch up,

they will be sure of a shorter ride time and higher classification. 

This would lead to high speeds (especially in the beginning of the course) and risks to horse welfare. A safer 

alternative would be to divide the starters in groups, each with their own classification and mass start.

B.3 NED Normally this shouldn’t be a problem. With the participation of more and more Asian countries at Championships, 

what will the FEI do with the maximum number of starters if over 40 countries will participate at the World 

Championship?

B.3 NOR We think that 400 starter per day are too much, suggest only 200 starters per day.

B.3 NZL This proposed rule change would have no impact in New Zealand as we never have that many entries. In general, 

we believe it would be beneficial to horse welfare internationally. If there is that level of demand to compete in a 

class, then qualifying criteria should be introduced so that the most

experienced horses and riders compete at that level. If there is still further demand then we suggest that more 

classes be offered over a longer period of time e.g. a 3‐4 day competition and that some classes (even at the same 

distance or rating) would be more prestigious. 

This would still give other combinations the opportunity to qualify and enable trainers to bring horses through the 

qualifying criteria. We support this rule change.

B.3 OMA NF agree with this proposals

B.3 OMA Agree with the proposal to use Staggered Start for CEI 1 * Events.

Recommend to have a Staggered Start for CEI 2* & CEl3* Events

1. Better Horse welfare management.

2. Competitors completion percentage of the ride is improving

3. Economic saving the cost and time for organizer and competitors
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B.3 OMA We are not supporting to set any limit on the number of starters. 

The vast improvement in Endurance sport in recent years with participation number of horses and competitors 

shows it is a most growing sport in the equestrian sports world. It improved technically in all the field of racing with 

timing system and heart rate monitors etc. 

Endurance season in most of the countries is short and participation by riders to compete in endurance events is 

very large . 

All these factors make NF and OC to accept a large number of participants. We suggest to evaluate the capacity of 

venues to accommodating the participants 

B.3 POR Portuguese NF doesn’t agree with the ETC proposal and suggest that FEI force OC’s to have more officials in order 

the competition take place according to regulations.

B.3 RSA No problem with rule change

B.3 RUS WE AGREE WITH THIS PROPOSAL

B.3 RUS WE ARE NOT AGREE WITH STAGGERED STARTS

B.3 RUS IF OC MEETS ALL FEI CONDITION THERE IS NO NEED TO SET ANY

LIMIT ON THE NUMBER OF STARTERS BECAUSE OF:

- The great development in Endurance sport in recent years in terms of a number of horses, riders and the also 

officials, are

increasing as the sport of Endurance is one of the most growing sport in the International Equestrian Federation.

- The technological development and technology used in Endurance events in terms of infrastructure, equipment,

number of stables, clinic, timing system and heart rate systems

- The fact that Endurance season in most countries of the world is short and the demand by riders to compete in 

endurance

events is very large due to the development of the sport.

- All of these factors allow the NF and OC to accept a large

number of participants. Accordingly, we recommend not to set any limit on the number of starters.

- We suggest forming FEI Technical Committee group to evaluate the capacity of venues especially the permanent

venues.

B.3 SLO Staggered starts for safe start

B.3 SLO Too big races are dangerous!

B.3 SUD We agree with this proposal

B.3 SUD

Events.

Events for the following reasons:

1. Enhance Horse welfare.

2. the staggered start was applied for FEI-CEI* 80 km events and CEI2* 120 km and proved to be successful with no 

injuries,

fractures, accidents of horses were reported, no riders accidents during the event. The field clinic was almost empty. 

Despite the larger number of starters, vet gate operations functioned efficiently and with much ease.

3. Increased the percentage of completion

4. Enable the NF & OC to cope up with the growth of the sport and high increased number of horses.

5. Staggered start saves the cost and time for the OC, Rider, Trainer, Owner, Officials.

6. Staggered starts allow the athletes to depart in relevant groups allowing them to set their own speed. This is also 

a protection to horses as mixing with faster combinations can be avoided.
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B.3 SUD If OC meets all FEI condition there is no need to set any limit on the

number of starters because of:

- The great development in Endurance sport in recent years in terms of a number of horses, riders and the also 

officials, are increasing

as the sport of Endurance is one of the most growing sport in the International Equestrian Federation.

- The technological development and technology used in Endurance events in terms of infrastructure, equipment, 

number of stables,

clinic, timing system and heart rate systems

- The fact that Endurance season in most countries of the world is short and the demand by riders to compete in 

endurance events is

very large due to the development of the sport.

- All of these factors allow the NF and OC to accept a large number of participants. Accordingly, we recommend not 

to set any limit on

the number of starters.

- We suggest forming FEI Technical Committee group to evaluate the capacity of venues especially the permanent 

venues.

B.3 SUD We agree with this proposal

B.3 SUD

Events.

Events for the following reasons:

1. Enhance Horse welfare.

2. the staggered start was applied for FEI-CEI* 80 km events and CEI2* 120 km and proved to be successful with no 

injuries,

fractures, accidents of horses were reported, no riders accidents during the event. The field clinic was almost empty. 

Despite the larger number of starters, vet gate operations functioned efficiently and with much ease.

3. Increased the percentage of completion

4. Enable the NF & OC to cope up with the growth of the sport and high increased number of horses.

5. Staggered start saves the cost and time for the OC, Rider, Trainer, Owner, Officials.

6. Staggered starts allow the athletes to depart in relevant groups allowing them to set their own speed. This is also 

a protection to horses as mixing with faster combinations can be avoided.
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B.3 SUD If OC meets all FEI condition there is no need to set any limit on the

number of starters because of:

- The great development in Endurance sport in recent years in terms of a number of horses, riders and the also 

officials, are increasing

as the sport of Endurance is one of the most growing sport in the International Equestrian Federation.

- The technological development and technology used in Endurance events in terms of infrastructure, equipment, 

number of stables,

clinic, timing system and heart rate systems

- The fact that Endurance season in most countries of the world is short and the demand by riders to compete in 

endurance events is

very large due to the development of the sport.

- All of these factors allow the NF and OC to accept a large number of participants. Accordingly, we recommend not 

to set any limit on

the number of starters.

- We suggest forming FEI Technical Committee group to evaluate the capacity of venues especially the permanent 

venues.

B.3 UAE We agree with this proposal

B.3 UAE

Events.

Events for the following reasons:

1. Enhance Horse welfare.

2. the staggered start was applied for FEI-CEI* 80 km events and CEI2* 120 km and proved to be successful with no 

injuries,

fractures, accidents of horses were reported, no riders accidents during the event. The field clinic was almost empty. 

Despite the larger number of starters, vet gate operations functioned efficiently and with much ease.

3. Increased the percentage of completion

4. Enable the NF & OC to cope up with the growth of the sport and high increased number of horses.

5. Staggered start saves the cost and time for the OC, Rider, Trainer, Owner, Officials.

6. Staggered starts allow the athletes to depart in relevant groups allowing them to set their own speed. This is also 

a protection to horses as mixing with faster combinations can be avoided.
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B.3 UAE If OC meets all FEI condition there is no need to set any limit on the

number of starters because of:

- The great development in Endurance sport in recent years in terms of a number of horses, riders and the also 

officials, are increasing

as the sport of Endurance is one of the most growing sport in the International Equestrian Federation.

- The technological development and technology used in Endurance events in terms of infrastructure, equipment, 

number of stables,

clinic, timing system and heart rate systems

- The fact that Endurance season in most countries of the world is short and the demand by riders to compete in 

endurance events is

very large due to the development of the sport.

- All of these factors allow the NF and OC to accept a large number of participants. Accordingly, we recommend not 

to set any limit on

the number of starters.

- We suggest forming FEI Technical Committee group to evaluate the capacity of venues especially the permanent 

venues.

B.3 EEF WG position : maximum 200 starters per day.

Reasoning :

400 starters in a single day are always impossible to manage, and any number above 200 per day is not 

manageable by Stewards and Judges, no matter their number.


